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  FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $99



  5-YEAR MANUFACTURER WARRANTY
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The brand new SANA Carafes
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Sana Crystal Water Carafe JOY 







$118
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Sana Crystal Water Carafe FLOW 







$118
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Sana Crystal Water Carafe COURAGE 







$118
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Sana Crystal Water Carafe BEAUTY 







$118


 


















Magical Gemstones for your Easter basket!






Buy a

Sana Carafe

and get

50% off

an additional

GemPod

with code EASTER24.

 

 DISCOVER SANA 

Offer valid until April 1st 2024.










ENJOY HEAVENLY WATER WHEREVER YOU GO

The ViA Bottle

Our best-selling, original gemwater bottle features an all-sealed, sustainable gempod filled with precious gems. The only worry-free solution to prepare crystal water without fear of pollutants. Its premium glass cylinder and stainless steel components make it a timeless piece of Jewelry for Water. The last water bottle you’ll ever buy.

 

 DISCOVER ViA BOTTLES 
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ViA Wellness 







$84
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ViA FIVE ELEMENTS 







$98
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ViA FITNESS 







$98
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ViA BALANCE 







$98
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ViA HAPPINESS 







$128
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ViA DIAMONDS 







$338
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Our freshest additions to the VitaJuwel lineup:








INSULATING CRYSTAL INFUSION BOTTLE

ViA HEAT Tea Bottle

This Crystal Infusion Bottle with genuine gems features lab-grade, double-walled glass for insulation. Enjoy the sparkle of your favorite gemstone blend inside the bottle while brewing your tea on-the-go.

 DISCOVER HERE 





GEMWATER SET FOR HOME

Decanter Flower of Life

In this special edition we combine the power of the Flower of Life as an exclusive, hand-engraved ornament on the carafe with a matching blend of amethyst, aquamarine and rock crystal  in the gemstone rod.

 BUY NOW 





FLOWER POWER

The New Flora

Flora is the perfect way to score some extra points on Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day, anniversaries and weddings! Crystal vibes in your flower vase will make your exquisite bouquet stay fresh and lively for much longer.

 BUY HERE 










Drew Barrymore’s...

...favorite summer drink. Take pure crystal-infused water made by Vitajuwel and add some fresh cucumber slices. Refrigerate for 3 hours and feel the extraterrestrial vibes!

 FIND MORE VJ FRIENDS 





Miranda Kerr...

...is featuring VitaJuwel's Rose Quartz Bottle for her Kora Organics Skincare: “My Noni Glow would not be complete without hydrating from the inside out all day long with nature's delicious water."

 BROWSE @ KORA ORGANICS 














ALWAYS THE PERFECT GIFT

Digital Gift Card

Does she love WELLNESS, HAPPINESS or maybe even DIAMONDS? We offer a lot of choices. Our Digital Gift Cards are the perfect way to give somebody special exactly what they want. Grab a sweet gift for your loved one so they can get on the world’s greatest selection of crystal water products.

 

 BUY HERE 






LET'S ROCK YOUR WATER

Crystal Straws

Get some good rockin’ and rollin’ vibes for your water! Our Crystal Straw is a lot more than just a sweet-looking accessory. The super durable, reusable glass straw comes with a hand-picked, genuine gemstone. It helps to eliminate single-use plastics and at the same time infuses your drink with all-natural, positive crystal vibes.

 





Crystal Straw 




As low as
$24
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CREATE YOUR OWN SACRED SPACE

The ERA Decanter

A match made in heaven: Our hand-crafted, original Gemstone Vials, filled with a vibrant selection of precious stones and our elegant Decanter Era. Enjoy freshly vitalized water like fresh from the spring. When usability meets elegance, perfection is born.

 

 DISCOVER DECANTERS AND VIALS 
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Decanter era Set | WELLNESS 







$156
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Decanter era Set | FIVE ELEMENTS 







$176
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Decanter era Set | FITNESS 







$176
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Decanter era Set | BALANCE 







$176
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Featured in:












The Grande Dispenser

Imagine the perfect water fountain for your home, boutique or office. The Grande Dispenser is the state-of-the art solution to pamper family, friends, guests & customers with freshly drafted gemwater.

 DISCOVER DISPENSER GRANDE 





inu! Bottles

inu! has the potential to become the new best friend for explorers, adventurers and crystal lovers. In a nutshell: inu! is a versatile, BPA-free glass bottle with a bottom chamber to fill and change crystals at any time.

 DISCOVER INU! BOTTLES 





For pets

We strive to provide your family with an accessible supply of heavenly gemwater. Nobody should be left out. Especially not our dear four-legged friends! For all the fur babies out there the wait is now over!

 DISCOVER CROWNJUWEL 










VITAJUWEL.

Crystals & Water


VitaJuwel is the modern interpretation of age-old traditions. Many cultures have been vitalizing their water with gemstones for thousands of years. We have rediscovered this knowledge with a contemporary, sophisticated approach. Our mission: Natural elegance combined with holistic functionality.






Water is so much more than H2O:

 



 

Sample of ordinary tap water

This photo shows water crystals of regular tap water 
under the microscope at -30° Celsius.

 



 

Sample of water treated with VitaJuwel

After placing a VitaJuwel vial in the water for 7 minutes it impressively shows how the water crystals are influenced positively by the effect of the gems in the VitaJuwel vial.








INSPIRE YOUR LIFE

Bodhi Charms

Our Bodhi Charms Malas are lovely pieces of jewelry, that can be worn around the neck or looped around your wrist. They provide for a perfect experience when you move along the string with your thumb while meditating.

 DISCOVER HERE 





WONDERS OF LIFE

ViA Flower of Life

Discover our special edition ViA bottle, featuring a Flower of Life symbol etched on the glass body by Bohemian glass artisans and a blend with the extremely popular stones Amethyst and Aquamarine.

 BUY NOW 





FOR WINE LOVERS

The Gemstone Droplet

The hand-crafted Gemstone Droplet is mini version of our original Gemstone Vials and comes with Clear Quartz, an Amethyst and a Garnet. Put it in your glass to celebrate the most elegant way to breathe life into water or wine.

 DISCOVER HERE 















RECEIVE OUR NEWSLETTER


Newsletter







Sign Up for Our Newsletter: 








Subscribe










































ORIGINAL GEMWATER PRODUCTS

	  
	  


	 81 Windermere Ave., Greenwood Lake, NY 10925, USA
	 925.291.7490
	 [email protected]
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Magento Development by Magebit










































 































 

